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Life is a Performance. 
Make it Extraordinary!
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Heather Rogers’ 
Life Plan Toolkit

Keep your dreams alive. 
Understand to achieve 
anything requires faith and 
belief in yourself, vision, hard 
work, determination, and 
dedication. Remember all 
things are possible for those 
who believe. 

What is it that you really and truly want?
In this time of great acceleration we are being called to
activate our pure potential and 'live the miracle’.
The moment we DECIDE exactly what we want, a host of
forces fall into alignment to guide our actions.
The universe is at your service if you bring rigorous Clarity
and Action into alignment with your heart’s desire.
This document is a bridge to take you to a future that is as
full, abundant and self-expressed as you dare imagine!

So many people ‘wake up’ one day to find that their
dreams have passed them by.
If you want to ensure that this doesn’t happen to you,
decide TODAY to chart a new destiny by completing this
Toolkit

Heather Rogers 
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Overview

A life plan can create structure, and at the same time, it 
can change and grow as you do. 

The Three Crucial Steps to Up-leveling your Life:

Write your Plan!
Set milestones and define priorities 

Create your Goals

Set SMART and achievable goals 

Determine your Priorities 

Ask yourself the right questions!
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Benefits 

� Discover and explore your pure potential, by considering your key
values, your needs and your sense of meaning. Define and claim
your own real, natural magic.

� Explore your dreams and document everything you want to do,
be and have.

� Turn dreams into actionable outcomes that will motivate you to
achieve your milestone goals

� Help you organize for success inside of a sequential Action
Program by:

� Listing your career goals as well as personal goals
� Breaking them down into incremental achievable tasks
� Using this list to record and manage all that you do as you

journey toward the life of your dreams.

� "Engage with the world as a person who has actualized their
dreams, and activate others to reach their full potential as well.”
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This will help you:
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Determine Your Core Values  
Determining your top Values is the first, and most important step in
creating a lasting, and vital life plan. Values are at the heart of all of
our lives. They are the driving force behind our career and personal
life. They they shape our attitudes, actions, and financial health.
When our mindset, relationships and actions are in alignment with a
clear set of specific values, life begins to flow and magic can
happen. When we engage in ways that are outside of our values,
blocks and conflicts arise.

Step 1: Identify the times when you were 
happiest
Think about examples from both your career and personal 
life. This will ensure some balance in your answers.

� What were you doing?  What other factors contributed to 
your happiness?

� Were you with other people? Who?
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“Let’s now do a deep dive, to uncover the core values 
that drive your decisions and actions at THIS stage in 

your life."
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Your Core Values Continued  
Step 2: Identify some of your greatest career
accomplishments

� Think about examples from your career and list some below. 

� What about these accomplishments made you happy? 

� Did other people share in your victory? Who?

� What other factors contributed to this feeling of satisfaction?
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Step 3: Looking at your personal life, think about 
the times you were most fulfilled and satisfied

� List some examples

� What need or desire do you think might have been 
fulfilled?

� How and why did the experience give your life 
meaning?

� What surprising  factors contributed to your feelings of
fulfilment in your relationships with others?    

9

Your Core Values Continued  
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Step 4: Determine your top values, based on your 
experiences of happiness, accomplishment and 
fulfilment
Use the following two pages list of common personal values to help
you explore your own – aim for a top 10 values.

� Accountability
� Accuracy
� Achievement
� Adventurousness
� Altruism
� Ambition
� Assertiveness
� Balance
� Being the best
� Belonging
� Boldness
� Calmness
� Carefulness
� Challenge
� Cheerfulness
� Clear-mindedness
� Commitment
� Community

� Compassion
� Competitiveness
� Consistency
� Contentment
� Continuous Improvement
� Contribution
� Control
� Cooperation
� Correctness
� Courtesy
� Creativity
� Curiosity
� Decisiveness
� Democraticness
� Dependability
� Determination
� Devoutness
� Diligence

� Discipline
� Discretion
� Diversity
� Dynamism
� Economy
� Effectiveness
� Efficiency
� Elegance
� Empathy
� Enjoyment
� Enthusiasm
� Equality
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Your Core Values 
Continued  
� Excellence
� Excitement
� Expertise
� Exploration
� Expressiveness
� Fairness
� Faith
� Family
� Fidelity
� Fitness
� Fluency
� Focus
� Freedom
� Fun
� Generosity
� Goodness
� Grace
� Growth
� Happiness
� Hard Work
� Health
� Helping Society
� Holiness
� Honesty
� Honor
� Humility
� Independence
� Ingenuity
� Inner Harmony

� Insightfulness
� Intelligence
� Intellectual Status
� Intuition
� Joy
� Justice
� Leadership
� Legacy
� Love
� Loyalty
� Making a difference
� Mastery
� Merit
� Obedience
� Perfection
� Piety
� Positivity
� Practicality
� Preparedness
� Professionalism
� Prudence
� Quality-orientation
� Reliability
� Resourcefulness
� Restraint
� Results-oriented
� Rigor
� Security
� Self-actualization

� Sensitivity
� Serenity
� Service
� Shrewdness
� Simplicity
� Soundness
� Speed
� Spontaneity
� Stability
� Strategic
� Strength
� Structure
� Success
� Support
� Teamwork
� Temperance
� Thankfulness
� Thoroughness
� Thoughtfulness
� Timeliness
� Tolerance
� Traditionalism
� Trustworthiness
� Truth-seeking
� Understanding
� Uniqueness
� Unity
� Usefulness
� Vision
� Vitality
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Step 5: Prioritize your top values
All the work you’ve done so far has prepared you to answer
this question. It's the most important step, because, in
deciding, you'll have to choose between solutions that may
satisfy different values. This will help you decide which value
is more important to you.

� Write down your top values, in no particular order.

� Look at the first two values you wrote and ask yourself, "If
I had to choose one, which would I choose?”

� Keep working through the list, by comparing each value 
with each other value, until your list is in the correct order.
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Your Core Values Continued  
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Your Core Values  
Step 6: Locking In Your Core Values
Read your list of top values.

� What images or visions come to mind if you project yourself 
into the future having lived by these values; making them 
actionable in the world?

� How might the the 'world of the future' be impacted by your 
values, given that we are growing more digitally connected 
with a global reach?

� If your values were not popular in the ‘world of the future’ 
would you still stand by them?
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Your Core Values Continued 
Congratulations! 

You have identified your top values!
This can be a challenging exercise because it requires a
level of honesty and vision that can be confronting to some.
Deeper awareness of the driving forces behind our choices
helps guide our lives. Fore example, if we are clear that
‘Freedom of mobility’ is a value that is closer to our heart
than ‘Home ownership’, we can plan our lives accordingly.

Some of life's decisions can really test your metal. It's
helpful and comforting to be able to rely on your values –
and use them as a strong guiding force to point you in the
right direction.

14
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It’s not hard to 
make decisions 
once you know 
what your values 
are.

- Roy E. Disney
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Determine Your 
Priorities 
Great leaders ask many questions… and they take the time
to clearly answer them. Even answering just one question
has the potential to alter the direction of your life forever.
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The difference between values and 
priorities…
Values: do not change. They always guide our actions, they 
define who we are and bind us together.
Priorities: frequently change. They are the tasks requiring 
action, and must be managed daily.
Values DETERMINE your Priorities.
While Values are the 'True North’ guiding our ship, 
Priorities are the ship’s navigate instruments that get us 
there.
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Determine Your Priorities 
Question Answer

List some roles that you 
play in your life right now 

(these could be 
considered ‘identities’ i.e. 
mother, wife, professional 

etc.)
List some exciting roles 
that you’d like to play / 
identities you’d like to 
have in the future (i.e. 
writer, public figure, 

leader etc.)

Why would  you like to 
play these future roles?
(contribution, education, 

wealth etc.)

With the knowledge that 
all of the identities that 

you have had or want to 
have are truly 

just identities and can be 
dropped at any 

moment, leaving you as 
an energetic matrix of 

pure, powerful 
potential, what would be 
your top Priorities from 

THIS perspective?
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Determine Your Priorities 
A great way to organize your priorities is also to take a look
at the different areas that are important in your life.

18
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Determine Your Priorities 
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Of these domains consider which ones matter the most and 
which are the greatest challenge for you at this time? 
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You can do 
anything but not 
everything 

- David Allan
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Create Your Goals 
A useful way of making goals more powerful is to use the
SMART mnemonic. While there are plenty of variants
SMART usually stands for:

S – Specific (or Significant).
M – Measurable (or Meaningful).
A – Attainable (or Action-Oriented).
R – Relevant (or Rewarding).
T – Time-bound (or Trackable)

For example, instead of having "to sail around the world" as
a goal, it's more powerful to use the SMART goal "To have
completed my trip around the world by December 31."
Obviously, this will only be attainable if a lot of preparation
has been completed beforehand!

21
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Create Your Goals 

Question Answer

What are the goals 
you want to 

accomplish during 
this lifetime?

Now write them 
down and make 

sure they are 
specific, 

measurable and 
time-specific

Brainstorm 
inspiring ways you 

will accomplish 
each goal. 

(You can use a 
vision board, ask 

friends to interview 
you etc.)

Let’s do a quick brainstorm of some of
your goals.
Why is goal setting so important? Because they give you
your life!

Let’s get down to business and take some action!
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Create Your Goals 
Here is an example of how someone might 
breakdown and actualize their goals
For  her New Year's Resolution, Susan has decided to think about what she 
really wants to do with her life.
Her lifetime goals are as follows:

� Career – "To be managing editor of the magazine that I work for.”
� Artistic – "To keep working on my illustration skills. Ultimately I want to

have my own show in our downtown gallery.”
� Physical – "To run a marathon.”
Now that Susan has listed her lifetime goals, she then breaks down each
one into smaller, more manageable goals. Let's take a closer look at how
she might break down her career goal of becoming the managing editor of
her magazine.
� Five-year goal: "Become deputy editor."
� One-year goal: "Volunteer for projects that the current Managing Editor is

heading up."
� Six-month goal: "Go back to school and finish my journalism degree."
� One-month goal: "Talk to the current managing editor to determine what

skills are needed to do the job."
� One-week goal: "Book the meeting with the Managing Editor.”

As you can see from this example, breaking big goals down into smaller, 
more manageable goals helps in many ways.
� Seeing a visual breakdown on paper makes it far easier to assimilate the 

process and hold priorities in place
� It creates specific deadlines which help the brain stay focused and create 

mini-victories along the way
� It helps to task manage the micro-elements and to see where we can 

delegate tasks to expedite the process
� This makes it easier to make adjustments and changes as the project 

evolves
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Write Your Plan

Think Big Act Small Move 
Quick

Run a 
marathon 

Step 1

Subscribe to the gym By Feb
Buy running shoes By Jan
Exercise 20 minutes everyday By March

Find a buddy By Feb

24

Use this table to declare your goal and list the subtasks with 
deadlines.
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Vision without
Action is a day dream
Action without vision is 
a nightmare 

- Japanese proverb
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Right here If you have a business…
The next four pages are designed to help those in
business who struggle to bring all the threads together
to create an actionable annual or quarterly plan.
Successful companies set goals. Without them, they have
no defined purpose and nothing to strive for; consequently,
they stagnate and struggle for meaningful accomplishments.

Goals are mission-critical in the survival of your business.
They must be present in every business plan and become a
regular part of ongoing business operations.
Let’s take a look at the process:
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Write your plan!

Set milestones and define priorities! 

Determine the desired state and your 
vision!

Define how your business can make a 
difference!

Determine the current status of your 
business 

Ask yourself the right questions!

Starter Business Plan 
Toolkit
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Describe the Current State 
of Your Business

In your own words write a paragraph describing your 
CURRENT situation with regard to all aspects of your 

business?

27

(i.e. “I am struggling with overwhelm, still getting my
foundational systems for time and task management in
place. I am making $80k a year and not paying myself a
salary. I have one Virtual Assistant that’s okay, but not
great. I have 800 people in my database. I have a list of
10 champions, and no referral system in place. I don’t
have an office manual. I am posting on social media once
every two weeks. I am not writing or blogging.”)
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Here are some useful tools that can help you in 
defining the CURRENT state of your business.

28

Fill in your SWOT analysis. SWOT stands for Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. This is an
analytical framework that can help your business face its
greatest challenges and find its most promising new
markets.
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Describe the DESIRED 
State of Your Business

In your own words write a paragraph describing your 
desired situation with regard to all aspects of your 

business?

29

(i.e. “I have specific business practices that create order
and manage stress. I hold firm boundaries with
distractions. I have a Customer Management System and
2 fantastic Virtual Assistants to help me manage it. I am
making $150k a year and paying myself a salary of $60k
a year. My database has 3k people. I have a list of 45
Champions and a referral system inside my Sales
Process. I have an office manual and an ‘on the ground
assistant’ in my office 3 times a week. I post on Social
Media every single day, and I write every day; posting a
blog a week at a minimum.)
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Fill In The Gap

30

Now take the list of your current and future business
objectives, and on a separate piece of paper, list all the
tasks and sub-tasks that need to be completed to bridge
that gap.

Current State

Bridge the 
Gaps

Desired State
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Congratulations! 

By completing this toolkit, you have
accomplished something most people will never
attempt because it requires a higher level of
honesty, commitment and willingness. Laying
the groundwork now, will eventually lead to
more clarity, abundance and levels of personal
satisfaction you could never have imagined.
Just stick with your plan, one little piece at a
time and watch the miracles happen!
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Thank you!
Heather Rogers is a Speaker,
Magician and Intuitive Life &
Business Strategist who teaches
"Mind-tools that Shape-Shift
your Brain to get more done
and have more fun!"

She has delivered programs at
over 4,000 public and private
events including Barack
Obama’s Inaugural Ball in D.C.,
Hillary Clinton at Innovation
Hanger in San Francisco,
Google, Oracle, Comcast, Young
Presidents Organization,
National Speaker’s Association.

Heather’s Top Values are:
Love, Service, Gratitude,
Collaboration and Innovation.

Heather’s Top Priorities are: A
series of foundational business
practices that help others
access their unlimited power,
become their fully elaborated
selves and live in the miracle
zone.
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